
HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #1 (for Units 1-10) - Basics (Accents, Breathings, etc.) (key) 
 
1). Write out the Greek alphabet in both capitals and lowercase (in alphabetical order, of course): 
 
 a b g d e z h y i k l m n j o p r s t u f x c v   A B G D E Z H Y I K L M N J O P R S T U F X C V 
 
2). Explain the difference between rough and smooth breathings.  When do we use them?  Where do they go? 
 
 rough breathings - over initial vowels - indicate an aspirated initial vowel (they make an "h" sound) 
 smooth breathings - also over initial vowels - indicate no aspiration (they do not effect the pronunciation of the vowel) 
 
3). List the five short vowels and the five long vowels one encounters in Greek: 
 
 short:  a e i o u 
 long: ᾱ h ῑ v ῡ 
 
4). What is a diphthong?  List the eight diphthongs one encounters in Greek: 
 
 A diphthong consists of two vowels pronounced together as one syllable; it counts as a long vowel 
 
 ai au ei eu hu oi ou ui 
 
5). When does an iota subscript occur?  Where does one stick it? 
 
 Iota subscript occurs when an iota is combined with a long alpha, eta or omega; it is written beneath the long vowel and is 
 not pronounced 
 
6). What sorts of punctuation marks occur in written Greek?  Identify them and give their functions: 
 
 Greek has periods (.) which mark the end of sentences or thoughts, semicolons (:) which mark momentary pauses or 
 introduce lists, commas (,) that are used just as in English and question marks (;). 
 
7). How does capitalization work in Greek?  (I.e., Where and when does it occur?  Where and when DOESN'T it?) 
 
 Greek capitalizes proper names and the first words of paragraphs and quotations.  Capitalization does not occur elsewhere. 
 
8). Name the three syllables of a Greek word that can take an accent and explain where they are located: 
 
 ultima: last syllable; penult: second-to-last syllable; antepenult: third-to-last syllable 
 
9). Name the three types of accents that occur in written Greek, and describe some of the restrictions that bind them: 
 
 acute (/): can occur over all three accented syllables; grave (\): only occurs over the ultima when it's accented with an acute 
 and another word follows without a pause; circumflex (~): occurs on the ultima and penult, only over long syllables, MUST 
 appear when penult is accented, is long, and ultima is short 
 
10). What type of accentuation do most Greek verb forms have?  Briefly explain how it works: 
 
 Most Greek verbs have recessive accent - the accent goes as far back as it can, as dictated by the rules of accent. 
 
11). What type of accentuation do most Greek non-verb forms have?  Briefly explain how it works: 
 
 Most Greek non-verbs have persistent accent - the accent's position is established by an initial form & then moves based upon 
 the rules of accent. 
 
12). Accent the following verb forms: 
 
¶doja •spÒmhn  hὗron §dunãmeya ±laÊnete yËe ∑lyon boul°syv §blãbhn tãtte 
 
 
 



13). Accent the following noun and adjective forms, based on the accent of the first form given: 
 
yãlatta yalãtthw yãlattan yalãttaiw yalãtt˙ 
 
a‡j a‰gaw a‰gew a‰ga   ≤m°terow ≤m°tera  ≤met°rᾱ  ≤met°rouw 
 
14). What part of the dictionary entry provides the starting accent position for nouns? for adjectives?  How does the 
rule for finding the accent on participles differ from the latter? 
 
 nouns: Nominative singular adjectives: neuter Nominative singular participles: masculine Nominative singular 
 
15). Name two diphthongs that typically count as short for purposes of accentuation (when at the end of words).  
*Where do these diphthongs (when final) count as long?* 
 
 oi and ai typically count as short for purposes of accentuation when final.  They count as long when employed as endings for 
 the present optative active, 3rd person singular (oi) and the aorist optative active, 3rd person singular (ai). 
 
16). What major exception to the accent rules occurs in nouns (but not adjectives) of the first declension? 
 
 All first declension nouns have Genitive plurals with the accented ending -«n 
 
17). What exception occurs in first and second declension nouns (and first/second declension adjectives) with acute 
accents on the ultimas of their Nominative singulars? 
 
 They have circumflex accents on their ultimas in the Genitive and Dative, singular and plural. 
 
18). Give the rule(s) for accenting third declension nouns with monosyllabic stems: 
 
 They accent their ultimas in the Genitive and Dative, singular and plural, and the Genitive plural has a circumflex. 
 
19). Which four (or eight, depending on your interpretation) participles do NOT accent the feminine genitive plural with 
a circumflex on the ultima? 
 
 present middle/passive participle; future middle/passive participle; first and second aorist middle participle; perfect 
 middle/passive participle 
 
20). Name the six infinitives that do NOT have recessive accent, and be specific about precisely HOW said forms are 
accented: 
  
 aorist infinitive active (accented on penult); perfect infinitive active (accented on penult); aorist infinitive passive (accented 
 on penult); perfect infinitive passive (accented on penult); 2nd aorist infinitive active (accented on ultima) and middle 
 (accented on penult) 
 
21). Explain how accent works for most contracted verb forms: 
 
 Place the accent on the uncontracted form using the rules for recessive accent, then make alterations.  If the original accent 
 fell on one of the contracted vowels, the accent must be on this syllable in the contracted form.  If the ultima is accented, it 
 takes a circumflex.  Other syllables are governed by the rules for accent. 
 
22). Name two contracted verb forms that do NOT appear to follow the predictable rules for contraction, and show how 
they seem to violate the rules (*though they actually do follow the rules!*): 
 
  present infinitive active of alpha-contracts (-çn instead of -òn) and omicron-contracts (-oËn instead of -o›n)  
 
23). What does one call a word without an accent? a word that throws an accent onto the preceding word? 
 
 Most unaccented Greek words are called proclitics; enclitics often toss their accents onto the words that immediately precede 
 them. 



HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #2 (for Units 1-10) - The Case System (key) 
 
1). The following sentence highlights the functions of the NOMINATIVE case.  Translate, identify the Nominative 
nouns, and describe how they are being used: 
 
 A). poihtØw ≤ yugãthr. (Nominative as subject; Nominative as predicate nominative - Unit 1) 
 
  The daughter is a poet. 
  poihtÆw: Nominative singular masculine, predicate nominative  
  ≤ yugãthr: Nominative singular feminine, subject 
 
2). The following sentences highlight the uses of the GENITIVE case with which you should be familiar.  Translate 
them, identify the Genitive nouns, and describe how they are being used: 
 
 A). tå xrÆmata tå toË strati≈tou §k t∞w ofikίaw, épÚ t∞w g∞w §p°mfyh. (Genitive of possession; Genitive of  
   motion away from - Unit 1) 
 
  The soldier's possessions were sent out of his house, away from the land. 
  toË strati≈tou: Genitive singular masculine, Genitive of possession 
  t∞w ofikίaw: Genitive singular feminine, Genitive of place from which 
  t∞w g∞w: Genitive singular feminine, Genitive of place from which 
 
 B). ı neanίaw énãjiow tim∞w oÈk ≥yele ÍpÚ t«n ≤gemÒnvn taf∞nai. (Genitive of value  - Unit 4; Genitive of  
   personal agent - Unit 5) 
 
  The young man unworthy of honor was not wanting to be buried by the leaders. 
  tim∞w: Genitive singular feminine, Genitive of value 
  t«n ≤gemÒnvn: Genitive plural masculine, Genitive of personal agent 
 
 C). toÁw édίkouw t«n ıplit«n p°mcete p°nte ≤mer«n efiw tØn n∞son. (Partitive genitive; Genitive of time  
   within which - Unit 6) 
 
  Y'all will send the unjust (ones of the) hoplites within five days (in)to the island. 
  t«n ıplit«n: Genitive plural masculine, partitive Genitive 
  ≤mer«n: Genitive plural feminine, Genitive of time within which 
 
 D). e‡ye mØ ofl pol›tai §keίnouw toÁw =Ætoraw grafØn klop∞w grãcainto.  (Genitive of the charge - Unit 7)  
 
  If only the citizens would not indict those public speakers on a charge of theft. 
  klop∞w: Genitive singular feminine, Genitive of the charge 
 
 E). êlogow ≤ t∞w nίkhw §lp‹w ≤ toË stratoË. (Subjective genitive; Objective genitive - Unit 9) 
 
  The army's hope of victory is senseless. 
  t∞w nίkhw: Genitive singular feminine, objective Genitive 
  toË stratoË: Genitive singular masculine, subjective Genitive 
 
3). The following sentences highlight some uses of the DATIVE case.  Translate, identify Dative forms, and describe 
the type or use of the Dative case in each: 
 
 A). Œ ÜOmhre, ≤ yeÚw to›w §n tª x≈r&, parå t“ fler“ d«ra p°mpei. (Dative as indirect object; Dative of  
   place where - Unit 1) 
 
  (O) Homer, the goddess is sending gifts to those in the land, beside/at the temple. 
  to›w: Dative plural masculine, indirect object 
  tª x≈r&: Dative singular feminine, Dative of place where 
  t“ fler“: Dative singular neuter, Dative of place where 
 
 B). oὗtow ı pçsi to›w ÉAyhnaίoiw êylou êjiow ˜mvw sÊmpasi to›w eÈgen°si nenίkhtai. (Dative of reference -  
   Unit 4; Dative of personal agent - Unit 5) 



 
  This man, (considered) worthy of a prize to all the Athenians, nevertheless has been conquered by all of the nobles. 
  pçsi to›w ÉAyhnaίoiw: Dative plural masculine, Dative of reference 
  sÊmpasi to›w eÈgen°si: Dative plural masculine, Dative of personal agent (with perfect passive verb) 
 
 C). §keίn˙ tª ≤m°r& ˜ploiw te ka‹ lίyoiw ëpasai afl t«n polemίvn fãlaggew §lÊyhsan. (Dative of means or  
   instrument - Unit 5; Dative of time at which - Unit 6) 
 
  On that day, all of the enemy's battle-lines were destroyed with weapons and stones. 
  §keίn˙ tª ≤m°r&: Dative singular feminine, Dative of time at which 
  ˜ploiw: Dative plural neuter, Dative of means or instrument 
  lίyoiw: Dative plural masculine, Dative of means or instrument 
 
 D). ˜de ı g°rvn, êlogow tª gn≈m˙, ˜mvw tå afisxrå tå toË basil°vw §n élhyeί& §dÆlou. (Dative of manner;  
   Dative of respect - Unit 9) 
 
  This old man, irrational in mind, nevertheless was demonstrating the disgraces of the king in a truthful manner. 
  tª gn≈m˙: Dative singular feminine, Dative of respect 
  élhyeί&: Dative singular feminine, Dative of manner 
 
4). The ACCUSATIVE case is highlighted in the next few sentences.  Translate, identify Accusative forms, and 
describe how the Accusative case is used in each: 
 
 A). pÒte p°mpv tÚ érgÊrion efiw tØn pÒlin parå toÁw =Ætoraw; (Accusative as direct object; Accusative of  
   motion toward - Unit 1) 
 
  When am I to send the money (in)to the city, to the (side of the) public speakers? 
  tÚ érgÊrion: Accusative singular neuter, direct object 
  tØn pÒlin: Accusative singular feminine, Accusative of place to which 
  toÁw =Ætoraw: Accusative plural masculine, Accusative of place to which 
 
 B). p°nte nÊktaw §n t“ §ke› fler“ ¶meina §pe‹ ©j stãdia efiw tØn x≈ran §pep°mmhn.  (Accusative of extent of  
   time; Accusative of extent of space - Unit 6) 
 
  For five nights I remained in the temple there after I had been sent (for) six stades into the countryside. 
  p°nte nÊktaw: Accusative plural feminine, Accusative of extent of time 
  ©j stãdia: Accusative plural neuter, Accusative of extent of space 
  tØn x≈ran: Accusative singular feminine, Accusative of place to which 
 
 C). îra égayÚn tÚ fίlon fίlon grafØn d≈rvn grãfesyai; (Internal/cognate accusative - Unit 7; Accusative as  
   subject of infinitive - Unit 10) 
 
  Is it (a) good (thing) for a friend to indict a friend on a charge of bribes? 
  fίlon (either): Accusative singular masculine, Accusative as subject of the infinitive 
  fίlon (either): Accusative singular masculine, direct object 
  grafØn: Accusative singular feminine, internal/cognate Accusative 
 
5). The VOCATIVE case has one major use, highlighted in the following sentence.  Translate this example, identify 
which nouns/adjectives are Vocatives, and explain how the Vocative case is being used. 
 
 A). mØ fulãj˙w tåw ofikίaw, Œ êdelfe.  (Direct address - Unit 1) 
 
  Do not guard the houses, (o) brother. 
  êdelfe: Vocative singular masculine, direct address 



HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #3 (for Units 1-10) - Nouns (key) 
 

1). Name the three qualities common to all Greek nouns and describe each of them: 
 
 CASE: (Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative, Vocative) function of noun in sentence 
 NUMBER: (singular, plural, dual) how many? GENDER: (masculine, feminine, neuter): important for agreement 
 
2). What are the five cases of the Greek noun system?  Identify and give at least one use for each case: 
 
 NOMINATIVE: subject, predicate, in lists 
 GENITIVE: possession, objective/subjective, place from which, personal agent, partitive, time within which 
 DATIVE: reference, indirect object, time when, place where, respect, manner, means/instrument 
 ACCUSATIVE: direct object, place to which, extent of space/time, subject of infinitive 
 VOCATIVE: direct address 
 
3). What is the general rule for finding a noun stem? 
 
 Drop the ending from the Genitive singular. 
 
4). To what gender do most first declension nouns belong? 
 
 Most first declension nouns are feminine. 
 
5). Give full dictionary entries for fifteen first declension nouns (from memory): 
 
 égorã, égorçw, ≤  "marketplace" mãxh, mãxhw, ≤ "battle" ofikίa, ofikίaw, ≤ "house" t°xnh, t°xnhw, ≤ "art, skill, craft" 
 x≈ra, x≈raw, ≤ "land, country" cuxÆ, cux∞w, ≤ "soul" filίa, filίaw, ≤ "friendship" nίkh, nίkhw, ≤ "victory" 
 éretÆ, éret∞w, ≤ "excellence, virtue" boulÆ, boul∞w, ≤ "will, council" dhmokratίa, dhmokratίaw, ≤ "democracy" 
 efirÆnh, efirÆnhw, ≤ "peace" §kklhsίa, §kklhsίaw, ≤ "assembly" yusίa, yusίaw, ≤ "sacrifice" 
 érxÆ, érx∞w, ≤ "beginning, rule, empire" 
 
6). Decline cuxÆ, cux∞w, ≤ alongside x≈ra, x≈raw, ≤.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  cuxÆ  cuxaί�   x≈ra  x«rai 
 Gen.  cux∞w  cux«n   x≈raw  xvr«n 
 Dat.  cuxª  cuxa›w   x≈r&  x≈raiw 
 Acc.  cuxÆn  cuxãw   x≈ran  x≈raw 
 Voc.  cuxÆ  cuxaί�   x≈ra  x«rai 
   S  P   S  P 
 
7). Decline g°fura, gefÊraw, ≤ alongside moËsa, moÊshw, ≤.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  g°fura  g°fura�   moËsa  moËsai 
 Gen.  gefÊraw  gefur«n  moÊshw  mous«n 
 Dat.  gefÊr&  gefÊraiw  moÊs˙  moÊsaiw 
 Acc.  g°furan  gefÊraw   moËsan  moÊsaw 
 Voc.  g°fura  g°furai   moËsa  moËsai 
   S  P   S  P 
 
8). Decline polίthw, polίtou, ı alongside neanίaw, neanίou, ı.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  polίthw  pol›tai   neanίaw  neanίai 
 Gen.  polίtou  polit«n   neanίou  neani«n 
 Dat.  polίt˙  polίtaiw   neanί&  neanίaiw 
 Acc.  polίthn  polίtaw   neanίan  neanίaw 
 Voc.  pol›ta  pol›tai   neanίa  neanίai 
   S  P   S  P 
 
9). To what gender(s) do most second declension nouns belong?  masculine and neuter 
 
 



10). Give full dictionary entries for ten second declension nouns (from memory): 
 
 édelfÒw, édelfoË, ı "brother" ênyrvpow, ényr≈pou, ı "man, human being" bibl¤on, bibl¤ou, tÒ "book" 
 d«ron, d≈rou, tÒ "gift; bribe" ¶rgon, ¶rgou, tÒ "work, deed"   yeÒw, yeoË, ı or ≤  "god, goddess" 
 lÒgow, lÒgou, ı "word, speech, story" n∞sow, nÆsou, ≤ "island" ıdÒw, ıdoË, ≤ "road" 
 ÜOmhrow, ÑOmÆrou, ı Homer 
 
11). Decline ıdÒw, ıdoË, ≤ alongside d«ron, d≈rou, tÒ.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  ıdÒw  ıdoί�   d«ron  d«ra 
 Gen.  ıdoË  ıd«n   d≈rou  d«rvn 
 Dat.  ıd“  ıdo›w   d≈rƒ  d≈roiw 
 Acc.  ıdÒn  ıdoÊw   d«ron  d«ra 
 Voc.  ıd°  ıdoί�   d«ron  d«ra 
   S  P   S  P 
 
12). To what gender(s) do most third declension nouns belong? 
 
 masculine, feminine and neuter (all three) 
 
13). Give full dictionary entries for twenty third declension nouns (from memory): 
 a‡j, afigÒw, ı/≤ "goat" g°rvn, g°rontow, ı "old man" ÜEllhn, ÜEllhnow, ı "a Greek" nÊj, nuktÒw, ≤ "night" 
 §lp¤w, §lp¤dow, ≤ "hope, expectation" s«ma, s≈matow, tÒ "body" fãlagj, fãlaggow, ≤ "battle line, phalanx" 
 fÊlaj, fÊlakow, ı "guard" xãriw, xãritow, ≤ "grace, favor, gratitude" grãmma, grãmmatow, tÒ "letter, documents" 
 ≤gem≈n, ≤gemÒnow, ı "leader" po¤hma, poiÆmatow, tÒ "poem" =Ætvr, =Ætorow, ı "public speaker" 
 svtÆr, svt∞row, ı "savior" xr∞ma, xrÆmatow, tÒ "thing, goods, money"  ég≈n, ég«now, ı "contest, struggle" 
 da¤mvn, da¤monow, ı or ≤ "god, goddess, divine being" ˆnoma, ÙnÒmatow, tÒ "mame" 
 Ïdvr, Ïdatow, tÒ "water"  énÆr, éndrÒw, ı "man" 
 
14). Decline nÊj, nuktÒw, ≤ alongside prçgma, prãgmatow, tÒ.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  nÊj  nÊktew   prçgma  prãgmata 
 Gen.  nuktÒw  nukt«n   prãgmatow pragmãtvn 
 Dat.  nuktί�  nujί(n)   prãgmati prãgmasi(n) 
 Acc.  nÊkta  nÊktaw   prçgma  prãgmata 
 Voc.  nÊj  nÊktew   prçgma  prãgmata 
   S  P   S  P 
15). Decline xãriw, xãritow, ≤ alongside §lpίw, §lpίdow, ≤.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  xãriw  xãritew   §lpίw  §lpίdew 
 Gen.  xãritow  xarίtvn   §lpίdow  §lpίdvn 
 Dat.  xãriti  xãrisi(n)  §lpίdi  §lpίsi(n) 
 Acc.  xãrin  xãritaw   §lpίda  §lpίdaw 
 Voc.  xãri  xãritew   §lpί  §lpίdew 
   S  P   S  P 
16). Decline yugãthr, yugatrÒw, ≤ alongside t°low, t°louw, tÒ.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  yugãthr  yugat°rew  t°low  t°lh 
 Gen.  yugatrÒw yugat°rvn  t°lopuw  tel«n 
 Dat.  yugatrί�  yugatrã si(n)  t°lei  t°lesi(n) 
 Acc.  yugat°ra yugat°raw  t°low  t°lh 
 Voc.  yÊgater  yugat°rew  t°low  t°lh 
   S  P   S  P 
17). Decline fÊsiw, fÊsevw, ≤ alongside flppeÊw, flpp°vw, ı.  Label case and number: 
 
 Nom.  fÊsiw  fÊseiw   flppeÊw  flppe›w / flpp∞w 
 Gen.  fÊsevw  fÊsevn   flpp°vw  flpp°vn 
 Dat.  fÊsei  fÊsesi(n)  flppe›  flppeËsi(n) 
 Acc.  fÊsin  fÊseiw   flpp°a  flpp°aw 
 Voc.  fÊsi  fÊseiw   flppeË  flppe›w / flpp∞w 
   S  P   S  P 



HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #4 (for Units 1-10) - Adjectives (key) 
 
1). In what THREE ways do adjectives agree with the nouns they modify? 
 
 case, number and gender 
 
2). What are the two major groups of Greek adjectives?  Give FOUR examples of each of these two types, with full 
dictionary entries: 
 
 first/second declension: égayÒw, égayÆ, égayÒn "good" êdikow, êdikon "unjust" énãjiow, énãjion "unworthy" 
    êjiow, éj¤a, êjion "worthy, worth" 
 
 third declension:  élhyÆw, élhy°w "true, real" eÈgenÆw, eÈgen°w "well-born, noble" 

 eÈda¤mvn, eÎdaimon "fortunate, wealthy, happy" s≈frvn, s«fron "prudent, temperate" 
 
3). What does one call an adjective without a noun to modify?  How does one translate this type of adjective? 
 
 a substantive adjective   add "man," "woman" or "thing" depending on the gender of the article 
 
4). What is the rule for obtaining an adjective's accent? 
 
 consult the neuter Nominative singular 
 
5). Give at least THREE noun/adjective pairs (where the adjective modifies the noun) that show that the ending of an 
adjective is not necessarily the same as the noun with which it agrees: 
 
 ≤ êdikow cuxÆ  ı eÈda¤mvn ênyrvpow  tÚ élhy¢w t°low 
 
6). What is the name for a verbal adjective?  Identify the tenses and voices that have these things: 
 
 a participle     present active, middle and passive; future active, middle and passive; 
       aorist active, middle and passive; perfect active, middle and passive; 
       second aorist active and middle 
 
7). What kind of adjective "points out" the word with which it agrees?  Give the dictionary entries for the THREE 
adjectives of this type with which you are familiar. 
 
 a demonstrative adjective   §ke›now, §ke¤nh, §ke›no "that" 
      ˜de, ¥de, tÒde "this (here, in this place)" 
      oὗtow, aÏth, toËto "this, that" 
 
8). How many types of first/second declension adjectives are there?  How does one identify each type given only the 
dictionary entry?  Give an example of each: 
 
 There are two types: three-ending and two-ending.  Three-ending have three distinct Nominative singulars, two-ending have  
 two. 
 
 three-ending: d∞low, dÆlh, d∞lon "clear, visible" 
 two-ending: êlogow, êlogon "unreasoning, unreasonable, irrational" 
 
9). How many types of third declension adjectives are there?  Give an example of each type and explain how one 
tells them apart: 
 
 There are two types: those like s≈frvn, s«fron "prudent, temperate" and those like eÈgenÆw, eÈgen°w "well-born, noble."  
 One can tell them apart by looking at the Nominative singulars. 
 
10). How does one generally form an adverb from an adjective?  Demonstrate: 
 
 by adding -vw to the adjective stem; cf. d¤kaiow, dika¤a, d¤kaion; stem = dikai-; adverb = dikaίvw 
 



11). Decline yeÒw, yeoË, ≤ alongside the proper forms of fίlow, fίlh, fίlon.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  yeÚw fίlh yeo‹ fίlai 
Gen.  yeoË fίlhw ye«n fίlvn 
Dat.  ye“ fίl˙ yeo›w fίlaiw 
Acc.  yeÚn fίlhn yeoÁw fίlaw 
Voc.  ye¢ fίlh  yeo‹ fίlai 
  S  P 
12). Decline =Ætvr, =Ætorow, ı alongside the proper forms of énãjiow, énãjion.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  =Ætvr énãjiow  =Ætorew énãjioi 
Gen.  =Ætorow énajίou  =htÒrvn énajίvn 
Dat.  =Ætori énajίƒ  =Ætorsin énajίoiw 
Acc.  =Ætora énãjion  =Ætoraw énajίouw 
Voc.  =Ætor énãjie  =Ætorew énãjioi 
  S   P 
13). Decline poihtÆw, poihtoË, ı alongside the proper forms of s≈frvn, s«fron.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  poihtØw s≈frvn  poihta‹ s≈fronew 
Gen.  poihtoË s≈fronow poiht«n svfrÒnvn 
Dat.  poihtª s≈froni  poihta›w s≈frosi(n) 
Acc.  poihtØn s≈frona poihtåw s≈fronaw 
Voc.  poihtå s«fron  poihta‹ s≈fronew 
  S   P 
14). Decline lÒgow, lÒgou, ı alongside the proper forms of élhyÆw, élhy°w.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  lÒgow élhyÆw  lÒgoi élhye›w 
Gen.  lÒgou élhyoËw  lÒgvn élhy«n 
Dat.  lÒgƒ élhye›  lÒgoiw élhy°si(n) 
Acc.  lÒgon élhy∞  lÒgouw élhye›w 
Voc.  lÒge élhy°w  lÒgoi élhye›w 
  S   P 
15). Decline énÆr, éndrÒw, ı alongside the proper forms of o�tow, aÏth, toËto.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  oὗtow ı énÆr  oὗtoi ofl êndrew 
Gen.  toÊtou toË éndrÒw toÊtvn t«n éndr«n 
Dat.  toÊtƒ t“ éndrί�  toÊtoiw to›w éndrãsi(n) 
Acc.  toËton tÚn êndra toÊtouw toÁw êndraw 
Voc.  --- (Œ) êner  --- (Œ) êndrew 
  S   P 
16). Decline xr∞ma, xrÆmatow, tÒ alongside the proper forms of ëpaw, ëpasa, ëpan.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  ëpan tÚ xr∞ma  ëpanta tå xrÆmata 
Gen.  ëpantow toË xrÆmatow èpãntvn t«n xrhmãtvn 
Dat.  ëpanti t“ xrÆmati ëpasi to›w xrÆmasi(n) 
Acc.  ëpan tÚ xr∞ma  ëpanta tå xrÆmata 
Voc.  ëpan tÚ xr∞ma  ëpanta tå xrÆmata 
  S   P 
17). Decline klopÆ, klop∞w, ≤ alongside the proper forms of §ke›now, §keίnh, §ke›no.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  §keίnh ≤ klopÆ  §ke›nai afl klopaί� 
Gen.  §keίnhw t∞w klop∞w §keίnvn t«n klop«n 
Dat.  §keίn˙ tª klopª  §keίnaiw ta›w klopa›w 
Acc.  §keίnhn tØn klopÆn §keίnaw tåw klopåw 
Voc.  --- (Œ) klopÆ  --- (Œ) klopaί� 
  S   P 
18). Decline ég≈n, ég«now, ı alongside the proper forms of ˜de, ¥de, tÒde.  Label case and number. 
Nom.  ˜de ı ég≈n  o·de ofl ég«new 
Gen.  toËde toË ég«now t«nde t«n ég≈nvn 
Dat.  t“de t“ ég«ni  to›sde to›w ég≈si(n) 
Acc.  tÒnde tÚn ég«na  toÊsde toÁw ég≈naw 
Voc.  --- (Œ) ég≈n  --- (Œ) ég«new 
  S   P 



HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #5 (for Units 1-10) - Verbs #1 (key) 
 
1). Complete the following list of the five qualities characteristic of all finite Greek verbs, and describe each, listing all 
possibilities for the individual characteristics: 
 
PERSON (3): first ("I," "we"), second ("you," "y'all")or third ("he," "she," "it," "they") 
 
NUMBER (3*): singular (one), plural (more than one) or dual (pairs) 
 
TENSE (7*): present, future, imperfect, aorist, perfect, pluperfect, future perfect 
 
MOOD (4*): indicative (statements of fact), subjunctive and optative (subordinate clauses and hypothetical statements) and  
  imperative (commands) 
 
VOICE (3): active (subject performing the action), passive (action performed on the subject) and middle (subject performs the  
  action but has an interest in the completion of the action) 
 
2). What TWO things does the tense of a verb in the indicative mood provide information about?  Identify all the 
possibilities for each of these things: 
 
 Tense in the indicative provides information about time (present, past or future) and aspect (progressive/repeated, simple or 
 completed) 
 
3). What's the difference between the primary and secondary tenses of the indicative?  Which tenses belong to each 
designation? 
 
 The primary tenses (present, future, perfect and future perfect) refer to present or future time; the secondary tenses 
 (imperfect, aorist and pluperfect) refer to past time. 
 
4). Explain the differences between the three moods of the Greek verb with which you are familiar: 
 
 The indicative mood is the mood of statements of fact and fact-based questions; the subjunctive and optative moods are 
 employed for certain subordinate clauses, conditions, hypothetical situations and - in general - to show uncertainty. 
 
5). How many principal parts does a Greek verb (usually) have?  Fully identify (i.e., five qualities) each part: 
 
 Greek verbs typically have 6 principal parts.  #1: present indicative active, 1st person singular; #2: future indicative active, 1st 
 person singular; #3 aorist indicative active, 1st person singular; #4: perfect indicative active, 1st person singular; #5: perfect 
 indicative middle/passive, 1st person singular; #6: aorist indicative passive, 1st person singular 
 
6). Explain the principle of subject/verb agreement in Greek.  Identify a major violation of this rule. 
 
 Verbs must agree with the nouns that act as their subjects in number (singular or plural).  Neuter plural subjects take singular 
 verbs, however. 
 
7). What suffix do all past indicative Greek forms have in common?  What is this suffix called? 
 
 The suffix (§-) is called the past indicative augment. 
 
8). How do infinitives differ from finite verb forms? 
 
 Infinitives have tense and voice, but unlike finite verbs, they lack person, number and mood. 
 
9). List 4 uses of the Greek infinitive: 
 
 The infinitive can be used with verbs that issue commands, in an explanatory fashion (epexegetically), as the direct object of 
 a verb and in an articular infinitive construction. 
 
 
 



 
10). Describe how one performs a synopsis of a verb: 
 
 To perform a synopsis, one first writes out the principal parts of a verb.  Then one generates all the forms (tenses, voices and 
 moods) of the verb for a given person and number (plus all infinitives). 
 
11). How does the tense of a subjunctive or optative differ from that of a verb in the indicative mood? 
 
 The tense of optatives and subjunctives does not provide information about time, but only about aspect.  The tense of 
 indicatives provides information about both. 
 
12). Explain how sequence of moods works: 
 
 Sequence of moods determines which mood (subjunctive or optative) of verb appears in a subordinate clause following an 
 indicative verb in a main clause.  If the tense of the main verb is a primary tense, the mood of the verb in the subordinate 
 clause will be subjunctive.  If the tense of the main verb is secondary, the subordinate clause will have a verb in the optative 
 mood. 
 
13). The contracted verbs with which you are familiar can display contractions in two different principal parts.  Which? 
 
 They display contractions in principal part #1 (alpha, epsilon and omicron contract verbs) or #2 (verbs with contracted 
 futures) 
 
14). What is a participle?  What five qualities do they have? 
 
 A participle is a verbal adjective.  They have case, number, gender, tense and voice. 
 
15). Which four Greek verb tenses have participial forms? in which voices? 
 
 The present, future, first and second aorist and perfect tenses have participles in all three voices. 
 
16). Explain the significance of the tense of a participle: 
 
 The tense of a participle always provides information about aspect, and sometimes about time.  The present participle shows 
 progressive/repeated aspect and typically shows action simultaneous with the main verb.  The future participle has simple or 
 progressive/repeated aspect and has action subsequent to the main verb.  The aorist participle has simple aspect and shows 
 prior or simultaneous action.  The perfect participle has completed aspect and shows prior time. 
 
17). What are the two uses of the participle with which you are familiar? 
 
 attributive use - like an adjective or other modifier in the attributive position - or circumstantial use (when it ISN'T in the 
 attributive position and acts as part of an adverbial clause) 
 
18). Masculine and neuter forms of the active participles (and the aorist passive participles) are declined like what 
nouns?  What about feminine forms? 
 
 Masculine and neuter forms of the active participles (and the aorist passive participles) are declined like third-declension 
 nouns.  Feminine forms of these participles are declined like first-declension nouns. 
 
 
19). Middle/Passive participial forms (save the aorist passive) are declined like what type of adjectives? 
 
 Middle/passive participial forms (save the aorist passive) are declined like first/second declension adjectives. 



HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #6 (for Units 1-10) - Verbs #2 (key) 
 
1). Conjugate kl°ptv, kl°cv, ¶kleca, k°klofa, k°klemmai, §klãphn in the present indicative active, middle and 
passive.  Label person and number.  Translate the first person plurals: 
  ACTIVE      MIDDLE/PASSIVE 
 
1st kl°ptv  kl°ptomen "we are   1st kl°ptomai kleptÒmeya "we steal for 
2nd kl°pteiw kl°ptete stealing"   2nd kl°ptei / kl°pt˙ kl°ptesye for ourselves; 
3rd kl°ptei  kl°ptousi(n)    3rd kl°ptetai kl°ptontai we are stolen" 
 S  P      S  P 
2). Conjugate s–zv, s≈sv, ¶svsa, s°svka, s°svsmai/s°svmai, §s≈yhn in the imperfect indicative active, middle and 
passive.  Label person and number.  Translate the second person singulars: 
  ACTIVE      MIDDLE/PASSIVE 
 
1st ¶sƒzon  §s–zomen "you were  1st §sƒzÒmhn §sƒzÒmeya "you were saving 
2nd ¶sƒzew  §s–zete  saving"   2nd §s–zou  §s–zesye for yourself; you 
3rd ¶sƒze(n) ¶sƒzon     3rd §s–zeto  §s–zonto were being 
 S  P      S  P  saved" 
3). Conjugate peίyv, peίsv, ¶peisa, p°peika, p°peismai, §peίsyhn in the aorist indicative active, middle and passive.  
Label person and number.  Translate the third person plurals: 
  ACTIVE   MIDDLE    PASSIVE 
1st ¶peisa  §peίsamen 1st §peisãmhn §peisãmeya 1st §peίsyhn §peίsyhmen 
2nd ¶peisaw  §peίsate 2nd §peίsv  §peίsasye 2nd §peίsyhw §peίsyhte 
3rd ¶peise(n) ¶peisan  3rd §peίsato §peίsanto 3rd §peίsyh  §peίsyhsan 
 S  P   S  P   S  P 
 "they persuaded"    "they persuaded for themselves"  "they were persuaded / obeyed" 
4). Conjugate leίpv, leίcv, ¶lipon, l°loipa, l°leimmai, §leίfyhn in the second aorist indicative active and middle and 
(first) aorist passive.  Label person and number.  Translate the third person plurals. 
  ACTIVE   MIDDLE    PASSIVE 
1st ¶lipon  §lίpomen 1st §lipÒmhn §lipÒmeya 1st §leίfyhn §leίfyhmen 
2nd ¶lipew  §lίpete  2nd §lίpou  ¶lίpesye 2nd §leίfyhw §leίfyhte 
3rd ¶lipe(n)  ¶lipon  3rd §lίpeto  §lίponto 3rd §leίfyh  §leίfyhsan 
 S  P   S  P   S  P 
 "they left behind"    "they left behind for themselves"  "they were left behind" 
5). Conjugate êrxv, êrjv, ∑rja, ∑rxa, ∑rgmai, ≥rxyhn in the future indicative active, middle and passive.  Label 
person and number.  Translate the first person singulars: 
  ACTIVE   MIDDLE    PASSIVE 
1st êrjv  êrjomen  1st êrjomai  érjÒmeya 1st érxyÆsomai érxyhsÒmeya 
2nd êrjeiw  êrjete  2nd êrjei / êrj˙ êrjesye  2nd érxyÆs-ei / -˙ érxyÆsesye 
3rd êrjei  êrjousi(n) 3rd êrjetai  êrjontai 3rd érxyÆsetai érxyÆsontai 
 S  P   S  P   S  P 
 "I will rule"    "I will begin"    "I will be ruled" 
6). Conjugate paideÊv, paideÊsv, §paίdeusa, pepaίdeuka, pepaίdeumai, §paideÊyhn in the perfect indicative active, 
middle and passive.  Label person and number.  Translate the second person plurals: 
  ACTIVE      MIDDLE/PASSIVE 
 
1st pepaίdeuka pepaideÊkamen  "y'all have 1st pepaίdeumai pepaideÊmeya "y'all have edu- 
2nd pepaίdeukaw pepaideÊkate  educated" 2nd pepaίdeusai pepaίdeusye cated for your- 
3rd pepaίdeuke(n) pepaideÊkasi(n)    3rd pepaίdeutai pepaίdeuntai selves; y'all have 
 S  P      S  P  been educated" 
 
7). Conjugate kvlÊv, kvlÊsv, §k≈lusa, kek≈luka, kek≈lumai, §kvlÊyhn in the pluperfect indicative active, middle 
and passive.  Label person and number.  Translate the third person plurals: 
  ACTIVE      MIDDLE/PASSIVE 
 
1st §kekvlÊkh §kekvlÊkemen  "they had 1st §kekvlÊmhn §kekvlÊmeya "they had hin- 
2nd §kekvlÊkhw §kekvlÊkete  hindered" 2nd §kek≈luso §kek≈lusye dered for them- 
3rd §kekvlÊkei(n) §kekvlÊkesan    3rd §kek≈luto §kek≈lunto selves; they had 
 S  P      S  P  been hindered" 
 



8). Generate and translate all 9 infinitive forms of lÊv, lÊsv, ¶lusa, l°luka, l°lumai, §lÊyhn with which you are 
familiar, as well as the second aorist active and middle infinitives of leίpv, leίcv, ¶lipon, l°loipa, l°leimmai, §leίfyhn. 
 
pres act inf: lÊein "to release"  pres mid inf: lÊesyai  "to release for oneself" 
pres pass in f: lÊesyai "to be released" aor act inf: lËsai "to release (once and for all)" 
aor mid inf: lÊsasyai "to release (once and for all) for oneself aor pass inf: luy∞nai "to be released (once and for all)" 
perf act inf: leluk°nai "to have released" perf mid inf: lelÊsyai "to have released (for oneself)" 
perf pass inf: lelÊsyai "to have been released"  2nd aor act inf: lipe›n "to leave behind (once and for all)" 
2nd aor mid inf: lip°syai "to leave behind (once and for all) for oneself" 
 
9). Conjugate xoreÊv, xoreÊsv, §xÒreusa, kexÒreuka, kexÒreumai, §xoreÊyhn in the present subjunctive active, middle 
and passive.  Label person and number: 
  ACTIVE      MIDDLE/PASSIVE 
1st xoreÊv  xoreÊvmen    1st xoreÊvmai xoreu≈meya 
2nd xoreÊ˙w  xoreÊhte    2nd xoreÊ˙  xoreÊhsye 
3rd xoreÊ˙  xoreÊvsi(n)    3rd xoreÊhtai xoreÊvntai 
 S  P      S  P 
10). Conjugate politeÊv, politeÊsv, §polίteusa, pepolίteuka, pepolίteumai, §politeÊyhn in the aorist subjunctive active, 
middle and passive.  Label person and number: 
  ACTIVE   MIDDLE    PASSIVE 
1st politeÊsv politeÊsvmen 1st politeÊsvmai politeus≈meya 1st politeuy« politeuy«men 
2nd politeÊs˙w politeÊshte 2nd politeÊs˙ politeÊshsye 2nd politeuyªw politeuy∞te 
3rd politeÊs˙ politeÊsvsi(n) 3rd politeÊshtai politeÊsvntai 3rd politeuyª politeuy«si(n) 
 S  P   S  P   S  P 
11). Conjugate prãttv, prãjv, ¶praja, p°praxa/p°praga, p°pragmai, §prãxyhn in the present optative active, middle 
and passive.  Label person and number: 
  ACTIVE      MIDDLE/PASSIVE 
1st prãttoimi prãttoimen    1st prattoίmhn prattoίmeya 
2nd prãttoiw prãttoite    2nd prãttoio prãttoisye 
3rd prãttoi  prãttoien    3rd prãttoito prãttointo 
 S  P      S  P 
12). Conjugate tãttv, tãjv, ¶taja, t°taxa, t°tagmai, §tãxyhn in the aorist optative active, middle and passive.  Label 
person and number: 
  ACTIVE   MIDDLE    PASSIVE 
1st tãjaimi  tãjaimen 1st tajaίmhn tajaίmeya 1st   taxyeίhn taxy -e›men / -eίhmen 
2nd tãj-aiw / -eiaw tãjaite  2nd tãjaio  tãjaisye 2nd taxyeίhw taxy -e›te / -eίhte 
3rd tãj-ai / -eie(n) tãj-aien / -eian 3rd tãjaito  tãjainto 3rd  taxyeίh taxy -e›en / -eίhsan 
 S  P   S  P   S  P 
13). Identify the stems and suffixes employed for most forms of the active participles: 
 
 pres act: pres stem + -ont- (m/n) or -ous- (f)  fut act: fut act stem + -ont- (m/n) or -ous- (f) 
 1st aor act: 1st aor act stem + -ant- (m/n) or -as- (f) 2nd aor act: 2nd aor stem + -ont- (m/n) or -ous- (f) 
 perf act: perf act stem + -ot- (m/n) or -ui- (f) 
 
14). Identify the stems and suffixes employed for the forms of the middle/passive participles (save the aorist passive): 
 
 pres m/p: pres stem + -omen-   fut m: fut pres/mid stem + -omen- 
 fut pass: fut pass stem + -omen-   1st aor mid: aor act/mid stem + -amen- 
 2nd aor mid: 2nd aor act/mid stem + -omen-  perf m/p: perf m/p stem + -men- 
 
15). Provide two examples each (dictionary entries) of alpha, epsilon and omicron contract verbs: 
 
 nikãv, nikÆsv, §n¤khsa, nen¤khka, nen¤khmai, §nikÆyhn "win, conquer" 
 timãv, timÆsv, §t¤mhsa, tet¤mhka, tet¤mhmai, §timÆyhn "honor"  
 édik°v, édikÆsv, ±d¤khsa, ±d¤khka, ±d¤khmai, ±dikÆyhn "do wrong, wrong" 
 poi°v, poiÆsv, §po¤hsa, pepo¤hka, pepo¤hmai, §poiÆyhn "make, do"  
 éjiÒv, éji≈sv, ±j¤vsa, ±j¤vka, ±j¤vmai, ±ji≈yhn "think worhty of, think it right, expect (+ Gen, inf.)" 
 dhlÒv, dhl≈sv, §dÆlvsa, dedÆlvka, dedÆlvmai, §dhl≈yhn "make clear, show" 



HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #7 (for Units 1-10) - Clauses (key) 
 
1). How can one tell how many clauses are in a Greek sentence? 
 
 The number of clauses is generally equivalent to the number of (finite) verbs 
 
2). What three introductory words signal Greek purpose clauses?  What negative is employed in them? 
  
 ·na, …w and ˜pvw       the negative is mÆ 
 
3). How does one determine the mood of the verb to be employed in a purpose clause? 
 
 Use sequence of tenses: if the main verb is a primary tense, the verb in the purpose clause will be in the subjunctive mood; if 
 the main verb is a secondary tense, the verb in the purpose clause will be in the optative mood. 
 
4). What information does the tense of a verb in a purpose clause provide? 
 
 Verbs in purpose clauses provide information about aspect (progressive/repeated or simple), NOT time. 
 
5). Identify and describe the two main components (halves) of a conditional sentence: 
 
 The first half is called the protasis - it's the "if" section of the condition.  The second half is called the apodosis - it's the 
 "then" part. 
 
6). Identify and describe the six common types of conditional sentence with which you are familiar.  Include 
characteristic words, moods of verbs and translation formulas: 
 
 TYPE   PROTASIS  APODOSIS  TRANSLATION FORMULA 
 
 future more vivid: §ãn + subjunctive  future indicative  "does… will do" 
 future less vivid:  efi + optative  optative + ên  "should… would" 
 present general:  §ãn + subjunctive  present indicative  "does… does" 
 past general:  efi + optative  imperfect indicative "did… did" 
 present contrafactual: efi + imperfect indicative imperfect indicative + ên "were doing… would be doing" 
 past contrafactual: efi + aorist indicative aorist indicative + ên "had done… would have done" 
 
7). Explain how conditional sentences with relative protases differ from "normal" conditional sentences: 
 
 In a conditional sentence with a relative protasis, the protasis has had its introductory word (efi or §ãn) replaced by a relative 
 pronoun (though an ên will remain if the introductory word was originally §ãn).  This generally only happens if the 
 antecedent of the relative pronoun is general. 
 
8). What two words with which you are familiar can introduce causal ("since") or temporal ("after, when") clauses?  
What mood are their verbs in? 
 
 §pe¤ and §peidÆ     they both take an indicative 
 
9). What sort of word introduces a relative clause?  What do we call the word in the main clause to which this latter 
word refers?  In what TWO ways must these two words agree?  Why don't they necessarily agree in THREE ways? 
 
 A form of the relative pronoun (˜w, ¥, ˜ ) introduces a relative clause.  The relative pronoun refers back to an antecedent, with 
 which the relative pronoun agrees in number and gender.  The two don't necessarily agree in case because the case of the 
 relative pronoun is determined by its function in its own clause. 
 
10). In what mood do relative clauses (generally) have their verbs? 
 
 Relative clauses generally have verbs in the indicative mood. 
 
 
 



11). Describe the hortatory subjunctive.  Include information on person, tense, negative and translation formula: 
 
 The hortatory subjunctive is an independent subjunctive that occurs in the first person and expresses the will of the speaker in 
 the form of an exhortation.  Tense (present or aorist) shows aspect only.  The negative is mÆ.  One can typically translate a 
 hortatory subjunctive by employing the phrases "Let us" or "May I." 
 
12). Describe the deliberative subjunctive.  Include information on person, tense, negative and translation formula: 
 
 The deliberative subjunctive is an independent subjunctive that occurs in the first person and expresses the uncertainty of the 
 speaker in the form of a question.  Tense (present or aorist) shows aspect only.  The negative is mÆ.  One can typically 
 translate a deliberative subjunctive by employing the phrases "Are we to… ?" or "Am I to… ?". 
 
13). Describe the prohibitive subjunctive.  Include information on person, tense, negative and translation formula: 
 
 The prohibitive subjunctive is an independent subjunctive that occurs in the second person and expresses a prohibition.  
 Tense (aorist only) shows aspect only.  The negative employed (in ALL cases, as prohibitions are inherently negative) is mÆ.  
 One can typically translate a prohibitive subjunctive by employing the phrase "Do not…". 
 
14). Describe the optative of wish.  Include information on introductory words, negative and translation formula: 
 
 The optative of wish is an independent optative that expresses a wish, hope or prayer for the future.  It is introduced by efi 
 gãr, e‡ye or nothing.  Tense (present or aorist) shows aspect only.  The negative is mÆ.  One can typically translate an optative 
 of wish by employing the phrases "May we…", "If only…", "I wish…" or "Would that…". 
 
15). Describe the potential optative.  Include information on characteristic words, negative and translation formula: 
 
 The potential optative is an independent optative that indicates that an action might possibly occur.  Tense (present or aorist) 
 shows aspect only.  The negative is oÈ; ên will also occur.  One can typically translate a potential optative by employing the 
 words "may," "might," "could" or "would." 
 
16). What three qualities does the articular infinitive have?  How is it used?  What does its tense indicate?  What 
negative does it employ? 
 
 The articular infinitive has tense, voice and case.  It can be used as any other noun.  Tense indicates aspect, not time.  The 
 negative of the articular infinitive is mÆ. 
 
17). How is an attributive participle used?  How is a circumstantial participle different? 
 
 An attributive participle is in the attributive position and is translated as such.   
 
18). Describe the five ways in which one can interpret a circumstantial participle.  For each use, give information on 
characteristic words in the main or participial clause, negatives and translation formulas: 
 
 Circumstantial participles can provide general information about the circumstances of the action of the main verb, but they 
 can also demonstrate causal, concessive, conditional, temporal or purpose-al relations between the verb and the participle. 
 
  general information: no signal words 
  causal participle: look for ëte or oÂa for the speaker's assertion of cause or …w for someone else's 
  concessive participle: look for ˜mvw with the main verb and/or kaίper with the participle 
  conditional participle: can act as the protasis of a conditional sentence; look for mÆ as the negative 
  temporal participle: look for a temporal adverb like ¶peita with the main verb 
  participle expressing purpose: …w can indicate a purpose as expressed by someone other than the speaker 
 
19). Describe and differentiate between the two types of result clause with which you are familiar.  Include information 
on introductory words, moods of verbs and translation formulas: 
 
 Result clauses are introduced by the conjunction Àste.  They come in two types: clauses of actual result, which express a 
 factual result that has occurred, is occurring or will occur and have their verbs in the indicative with the negative oÈ; and 
 clauses of natural result, which express a result that generally or usually (but not necessarily) has occurred/occurs/will occur,  
 have their verbs in the infinitive and subjects (where expressed) in the Accusative and the negative mÆ.  Clauses of actual 
 result can be translated "with the result that…".  Clauses of natural result can be translated "so as (for)…". 



HANSEN & QUINN: Review Sheet #8 (for Units 1-10) - Sentence Mapping (key) 
 
1). COLOR all FINITE VERBS RED. 
2). COLOR all SUBJECTS and PREDICATE NOMINATIVES BLUE. 
3). COLOR all DIRECT OBJECTS and OBJECT INFINITIVES GREEN. 
4.) COLOR all OTHER INFINITIVES ORANGE. 
5.) COLOR all PARTICIPLES PURPLE. 
6). Put [BRACKETS] around all SUBORDINATE CLAUSES: purpose, temporal, causal, relative, participial and 

result clauses.  Include introductory words (if any). 
7). Put <ANGLE BRACKETS> around all PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES.  Make sure you enclose in angle brackets 
 everything between the preposition and the noun it modifies.  Watch out for prepositional phrases within 
 prepositional phrases: use double angle brackets in such cases. 
8). UNDERLINE any remaining nouns/adjectives and ALL words (articles, adjectives, adverbs, prepositional  phrases 

etc.) that modify them (i.e., underline everything). 
9). TRANSLATE the sentences. 

--- 
 

1). tª ıd“ tª <§j égorçw> <efiw tØn x≈ran> p°mpei ÜOmhrow tå to›w ényr≈poiw 

d«ra. 

 On the road from the marketplace into the land Homer is sending the gifts for the men. 
 
2). tÚn parå t«n j°nvn êggelon <épÚ t∞w égorçw> <efiw tØn n∞son> §p°mcamen.  

§keleÊomen går toÁw <§n tª nÆsƒ> ényr≈pouw tÚn pÒlemon lËsai. 

 We have sent the messenger from the foreigners away from the marketplace, into the island.  For we were commanding the 
 men on the island to destroy the war. 
 
3). [§pe‹ oÈk §yÊsamen <prÚ toË pol°mou> tª ye“], nËn ka‹ <§n tª nÆsƒ> ka‹ <§n 

tª égorò> teyÊkamen [·na éretØn <efiw tåw cuxåw> p°mc˙]. 

 Since we did not sacrifice to the goddess before the war, now both on the island and in the marketplace we have scrificed so 
 that she may send virtue into our souls. 
 
4). Œ fίloi, [§ån <diå tØn toË yeoË boulØn> lÊsvmen tØn dhmokratίan], 

p°mcomen toÁw polίtaw toÁw érx∞w énajίouw <§k t∞w x≈raw> <parå toÁw <<§n tª 

nÆsƒ>> j°nouw>. 

 (O) friends, if we destroy the democracy on account of the will of the god, we will send the citizens unworthy of rule out of 
 the land to (the side of) the strangers on the island. 
 
 



5). [efi ≤ g∞ <ÍpÚ t«n strativt«n> mØ eÔ §fulãtteto], oÈk ín ≥yelon égg°louw 

p°mcai <per‹ t∞w efirÆnhw>. 

 If the land were not being well guarded by the soldiers, I/they would not be willing to send messengers concerning peace. 
 

6). ofl neanίai [oÂw ge biblίa <per‹ t∞w t«n palai«n §leuyerίaw> <Íf' ÑOmÆrou> 

§grãfh] <efiw mãxhn> p°nte ≤mer«n taxyÆsontai <toË dÆmou xãrin>. 

 The young men for whom books, at least, were written by Homer about the freedom of the ancients will be crawn up for 
 battle within five days for the sake of the people. 
 
7). êdhlã toi tå toË pol°mou.  yus≈meya oÔn <per‹ t«n nËn>.  lÊsvmen tØn 

efirÆnhn µ mÆ; peίsaimen går ín toÁw polίtaw tåw ofikίaw lipe›n. 

 You know, the things of war are uncertain.  Therefore, let us consult the gods concerning things now (the present time).  Are 
 we to destroy the peace, or not?  For we might/could/would/may persuade the citizens to leave their homes behind. 
 
8). [xrÆmata §keίnoiw to›w kako›w =Ætorsi lip≈n], ¶peita tÚn stratÚn ≥gagon 

<efiw tØn x≈ran tØn t«n ÑEllÆnvn t«n oÈx <<ÍpÚ strativt«n>> fulattom°nvn>. 

 After I (had) left goods/money behind for those wicked public speakers, (then) I led the army into the land of the Greeks 
 (who were) not being guarded by soldiers. 
 
9). t∞sde t∞w nuktÚw xoreÊsousi p°nte t«n xoreut«n t«n pemfy°ntvn <parå 

tØn yãlattan> <efiw tÚ t∞w yeoË flerÒn>.  ¥kousi går ofl ıpl›tai οἵ g' égayo‹ <metå 

tØn t«n barbãrvn nίkhn> [toÁw yeoÁw timÆsontew]. 

 On this night, five of the dancers who were sent to the (side of the) sea, into the temple of the goddess will dance.  For the 
 hoplites have come - the good ones, at least - after the victory over the foreigners so as to honor the gods. 
 
10). toÁw <§n t°lei> d≈rvn grac≈meya [oÂa <parå toÁw nÒmouw> tå toË dÆmou 

kl°cantaw] [Àst' §nikçto ≤ pÒliw]. 

 Let us indict those in power on a charge of (accepting) bribes because (as I as speaker assert) they have stolen the people's 
 possessions against the laws, with the result that the city was being conquered. 


